In accordance with A.R.S. 32-152, the City of Tucson requires all transportation engineering post-construction plans to have the Record Document blocks described below. Please reserve space in all transportation engineering construction plan submittals for the aforementioned Record Document blocks. To avoid confusion, the Record Document blocks shall not appear on plans until the final post-construction Record Document is submitted. The preferred location for the Record Document block on the plan cover page is the center or SE quadrant of the sheet. On subsequent plan pages the Record Document block should be within the SE, NE or center portion of the sheet where space permits. On all plan pages the Record Document block should be clearly visible to indicate that information on the plans reflects the post-construction conditions of the project. It is important that all information is accurately referenced and documented to be able to certify material quantities and also to serve as proof that the project was completed per the project plans, specifications and in accordance with all regulations.

**COVER SHEET BLOCK DETAIL:**
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**SUBSEQUENT SHEET(S) BLOCK DETAIL:**
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